
Twelve	Western	Astrology	(Zodiac)	Signs	
Virgo	(Rooster)	the	Virgin:		
August	24	to	September	23	

Ruler: Mercury     Element: Earth    Quality: Mutable 
Virgo is the Sixth Sign of the Occidental Zodiac. 
 
Positive Traits: Practicality, Service, Discrimination, Decorum, Lucidity, Courtesy 
Short Comings: Snobbery, Nit-Picking, Crankiness, Negativism, Meticulousness, Reserve 
 

Virgo people are very devoted to their families. Virgo is 
a clear thinker but also a worry wart. Virgo people are 
the detail people; in fact it has been said only half in jest 
that the world keeps spinning thanks to the attention of 
Virgos. They are not big talkers and do not seek to 
stand out in a crowd. However, they will be noticing 
every little thing down to the last detail. Perfectionism is 
considered a strong Virgo personality trait. Everything 
around Virgo people has to be just perfect or else the 
situation has to be put right by a Virgo. Virgo people do 
not like crowds and rather than attending the party 
would sooner be helping the children put the finishing 
touches on their near perfect school homework. Virgo 
people have a mysterious knack to see into the essence of a particular situation or to 
the core of a person. Virgos are meticulous in their work habits and also in personal 
hygiene. Because of their tendency to fret and worry over the details and how the 
world is going to hell in a hand basket and how this Virgo is needed to set the world 
right, the Spleen Sound of the Six Healing Sounds is prescribed. When the Virgo 
discovers and lives the beneficent results of these movements, sounds and 
meditations the sounds will be a fixture of the Virgos bedtime routine right after 
flossing. Virgo people base their actions on what is real, not what is imagined. 
Sensation is prized over thoughts or feelings. Virgo people live with their feet rooted to 
the earth. Once they discover Iron Shirt Chi Kung they understand that Virgo really is 
the connection between heaven and earth. Virgos, just as doubting Saint Thomas, 
must see, must experience to believe. Although Virgos are popularly held to be aloof 
or distant regarding physical love, when they focus their loving attention they become 
passionate paramours. Virgo people are quite efficient at sorting through things or 
people or situations to draw out what is important and what is a waste of time. They 
look for the best and flush the rest. Virgo people feel complete when they are helping, 
when they are in service. The Virgo color is blue. 


